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The regency regulation of Bandar Lampung spatial plan which contain about the rules of Bandar Lampung city spatial was being a law rules for the settlement and processing principal of Bandar Lampung city spatial. Those formulation of regency regulation presented by legislative and executive, on analyzing the relation among those part uses policy processing formulation theory by Bridgman and Davis which told about four steps of policy formulation under Levine and White models perspective which told about inter institution relation by assosiative interaction. How the relation of legislative and Bandar Lampung executive in Bandar Lampung spatial plan policy formulation? The relation which do by legislative and Bandar Lampung executive according to Levine and White models perspective is the inter institution relation models of legislative and executive in Bandar Lampung spatial plan policy formulation.
The problem formulation of this research is, “How is the relation of legislative council and executive in Bandar Lampung spatial plan policy formulation under Levine and White models perspective?”. Reviewing the problem formulation, this research aim to knowing the relation of legislative and executive in Bandar Lampung spatial plan policy formulation under Levine and White models perspective.

Descriptive qualitative is a method that is used in this research. Both primary and secondary data is used also in the research. Primary data is gained from interview and document, meanwhile secondary data is gained through the result by the same research before. The data are able to process and interpret so it becomes meaningful.

Outcome of the research was getting is the relation both legislative and executive in Bandar Lampung spatial plan policy formulation is exactly suitabled to Levine and White models according to the interaction that was happened included to organizational exchange approach chategory. The relation/interaction in this approach do by collective goals include the power and resources in-group each other.
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